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With humor and a beautiful sense of visual shortcuts, they mime the titles that are projected
behind them on a big white screen. But their movements, synchronous or incongruous are not
what the public expects, they develop their own rules and seemingly insignificantly they form a
fascinating contrast with the sentimentality rush that goes with the hit parade.
Le Courrier – 3 mars 2010
Nicole Seiler continues to decode our ways of representation. After having questioned the ideal
body, both female and male, she treats the peculiar relationship there is between image and
sound. Normally when someone speaks the sound coming from its mouth and the movement of
the lips are one. But what happens when no sound comes out of the moving mouth? Breathtaking.
Like a silent ballet or a tragic scene that is accompanied by a glorious music. So the six performers
playfully investivate incongruous and unexpected liaisons between sound and vision.
Marie-Pierre Genecand, Profil Femme – février 2010
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The technique of playback (or lip-syncing) makes us believe in a false truth. It is the act or an instance
of reproducing previously recorded images or sound; a disassociation between what we are seeing and
what we are hearing.
Playback is often incorporated in live performances by musicians to help ensure they present a
technically perfect performance, and in particular by singers who need to dance demanding
choreographic routines whilst simultaneously singing without fault. Its usage need not necessarily
diminish an audience’s enjoyment of a performance; paradoxically an audience will have fully
appreciated a playback performance if they remained unaware of its existence. For at its best, playback
is indiscernible.
It is therefore clearly a technique to be mastered by the individual artist and it is Nicole Seiler’s interest
in this notion that led her to systematically analyse the phenomenon of playback itself as a principle
theme for her latest work.
In exploring the implied inherent connection that playback has between audio and visual, part of the
research for this project required the company meeting with blind dancers and blind spectators of
dance to address their unique perception of the essentially visual and locomotive art form of dance.
Their research also encompassed viewing audio described (AD) films and films specifically subtitled for
the deaf and hard of hearing, in addition to attending screenings of cinema for the ear and conferences
on the relation between sound and image in cinema.
This research highlighted the observation that the substitution of text for sound or image may curiously
enrich a work rather than necessarily reduce it; since this mutilation ultimately leaves the spectator
open to his unique imagination, ready to interpret any ambiguities derived from this substitution in
order to create new significances.

Playback is presented as a jukebox of popular songs indiscriminately linked together that transcend
genres, epochs, nationalities and languages. Song titles are projected onto a screen at the back of the
stage and the songs are transmitted to the dancers who are on stage equipped with receivers and inear headphones. Surprisingly however the audience is left in silence and hereby is installed the initial
doubt that accompanies this choreography from start to end, namely that of whether the performers
are hearing that which the audience presupposes they are hearing. And by consequence leading us
ultimately to push still further the question: are we the audience seeing what they are hearing…
This issue of the relation between authenticity and simulation is present from the outset and the
choreographer assumes a situation of simulation that confronts the dancers, who are deliberately
costumed in head-to-toe white indicating their neutrality. They physically represent a blank canvas to
be influenced by the projected titles, the catalyst which provokes the construction of situations and
dialogues between their impartial bodies. Each new event that is constructed between them
transforms the reading of the stage, their gestural resonances giving life to invisible objects, creating
characters and giving them speech. And although the performers effectively return to zero between
each event as one situation is replaced by another, their neutrality is seemingly contradicted and their
individuality effectively emphasised as they amalgamate new stories along the way.
This system sets up a performance that operates in an incrementally autonomous manner, organically
evolving as it accumulates playback-within-playback (its own equivalent to the literary device of storywithin-a-story), writing itself in its references to its own audiovisual material. As it progresses, the
performance’s initial austerity is surpassed by this self-generating content as the dancers, the titles and
the naturally generated stage sounds (the dancers’ footsteps, the singer’s breath, etc) combine to be
extracted for playback and produce an abundance of forms and variations. The artifice of theatrical
excess revered in music hall and popular television is efficiently evoked by a reduction to mere
representative sequins.

Like many contemporary works, Playback recalls from the individual memory of each spectator that
which is written in the collective memory that constitutes pop culture. However, Nicole Seiler is not
content to simply decontextualize musical hits of the public domain by broadcasting them in a theatrical
environment, as has already been seen. Instead she acknowledges how it potentially just requires a
title, a few notes even, or a hint of movement to jog the memory of the public (who doesn’t
instantaneously recognise Michael Jackson’s Thriller moves?), and relates this to exploring a concept
that reduction is a powerfully efficient device in arousing emotional memory that, through retention,
increases the likelihood of memory consolidation, rather than mere nostalgia.

Christophe Jaquet, dramatist
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Nicole SEILER : choreographer
Nicole Seiler was born in 1970 in Zürich, Switzerland. She studied at the Dimitrischool in Verscio (CH),
at the Vlaamse Dansacademie in Bruges (B) and then at the school of Maurice Béjart in Lausanne (CH).
From 1994 to 1998 she was part of the dance and theatre company Cie Buissonnière (choreographer
Philippe Lizon) in Lausanne (CH) and danced in five productions. Then she joined the theatre company
Teatro Malandro (directed by Omar Porras) in Geneva (CH). In 2002 she performed with the Cie
Philippe Saire for a project at Expo02 and then in a production with Alias Compagnie (Geneva, CH,
choreographer Guilherme Botelho).
Since 2001 and at the same time as her stage career evolved she started to teach herself multimedia.
Nicole Seiler sets up her company in 2002. Her artistic approach combines dance and video and she
creates dance and multimedia stage performances, choreographic installations and dance videos. In
her work dance and video have the same importance. Conceived together the two media dialogue
constantly and at times become one. This symbiosis generates new body shapes and movements.
Since 2004 the company tours as well internationally. In 2009 Nicole Seiler received the cultural prize
for dance from the Fondation Vaudoise pour la Culture.
Projects of the company:

Playback (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2010, 65 min.)
Living-room dancers (performance and film, 2008, length changing)
Ningyo (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2008. 60 min.)
K Two (performance after the caracter of Madame K, 2007, 15 min.)
Je m’appelle… (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2007, 11 min.)
Pixel Babes (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2006, 64 min.)
4 clips pour aufnahmen (video clips, 2006, 10 min.)
Dolls / Dolls live (installation and performances, 2005, length changing)
Lui (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2005, 35 min.)
One in a million (dance video, 2004, 10 min.)
Madame K (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2004, 45 min.)
Quoi? (multimedia and dance stage performance, 2002, 30 min.
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